The Urgency of Creating A Slippery Slope Privacy Framework

Many privacy advocates are concerned that some lauded pandemic management strategies may turn out to be shortsighted. They often use a distinct and emotionally resonant form of expression to call attention to a domino effect leading to unacceptable future outcomes: *slippery slope discourse*. This is a significant rhetorical choice: slippery slopes have a reputation for being fallacious; yet the current criticisms are coming from academic and civil society privacy experts advancing credible positions. Creating a framework for evaluating these concerns is critical to good privacy governance.

Alex Gladstein, Chief Strategy Officer at the Human Rights Foundation, characterizes contact-tracing apps as a “slippery slope” that officials can “co-opt” by “adding more invasive features.”¹ He worries this trajectory might shift democracies in an authoritarian direction where citizens get color-coded based on presumptive health status (or other features) to restrict basic liberties, like the right to travel. Could this really happen? Or are such comparisons to China hyperbolic? Privacy scholars Julie Cohen, Woodrow Hartzog, Laura Moy, Ashkan Soltani, and Ryan Calo insist the analogy deserves due consideration. But currently there is no widely agreed upon way to evaluate this risk objectively.²

Alistair Duff, a professor of information policy, emphasizes the risk of normalization: “The coronavirus tracker apps spreading around the world may well be the proverbial slippery slope… Populations are likely to become more submissive to tracking, regimenting and general snooping by the powers that be.”³ Relatedly, Jay Stanley, ACLU Senior Policy Analyst, cautions that using drones for pandemic purposes, like monitoring whether people follow social distancing guidelines, will “acclimate people to drone surveillance.”⁴ Is normalization really this powerful? Or is this an exaggerated view of how easy it is to make enduring changes to people’s attitudes? Before the pandemic, civil society actors described facial recognition threats in the U.S. in just this way.⁵ How can we tell if this is a likely outcome with pandemic considerations factored in?

Although slippery slope claims are widespread, they remain hard to analyze. Since some are riddled with logical fallacies, many people erroneously believe that all slippery slope pronouncements are inherently flawed. Valid slippery slope declarations exist. They are real. However, constraints that vary among individuals, from gaps in knowledge to cognitive limitations, make slippery slope issues hard to firmly grasp, carefully articulate, and judiciously counter. At bottom, getting a handle on slippery slope discourse requires addressing fundamental aspects of our shared humanity: without strong training in detachment, people regularly worry about slippery slopes because humans are vulnerable to perceived threats that trigger strong emotional reactions about change.

Slippery slope studies, which span philosophical, legal, sociological, and psychological inquiry, offer conceptual tools that can help us critically analyze slippery slope discourse. Unfortunately, the interdisciplinary literature has yet to be rigorously integrated into privacy scholarship to allow for consensus assessment strategies.⁶ My privacy and pandemics position...
The framework should answer the following fundamental questions.

1) How can legitimate slippery slope discourse be distinguished from the fallacious variety in the context of privacy analysis, especially since scholars dispute the proper form of a slippery slope argument and many biases distort (magnify or diminish) how threatening slippery slope issues appear?

2) What are the main types of legitimate slippery slope claims in the context of privacy analysis? For example, the slippery slope literature distinguishes between full-blown “slippery slope arguments” (that carefully explain what, specifically, can lead a present action to increase the likelihood that a consequential, morally undesirable outcome will occur in the future), “slippery slope worries” (that only vaguely suggest how present behavior might compromise the future, but which nevertheless identify important issues that deserve greater attention), and “slippery slope drivers” (the causal mechanisms that increase the likelihood that one action will lead to another).

3) What are the best rhetorical strategies for refuting the different types of fallacious slippery slope claims (e.g., arguments and worries) in the context of privacy analysis?

4) What are the main slippery slope drivers that can compromise privacy (e.g., normalization, mission creep, lowered transaction costs, deep regulatory gaps, overly vague policies, etc.) and how precisely can the functions and impacts of each be specified? What privacy-compromising drivers require further study to improve how accurately they can be discussed?

5) What is the best way to evaluate the tension between short-term gains (e.g., enhanced public health or more efficient services) and long-term threats to privacy in slippery slope contexts?

6) Are there specific vulnerabilities that lead to particular slippery slope problems posing especially great concern? For example, what is the significance of some privacy advocates calling for the extreme measure of a ban on facial recognition technology?

7) Should policymakers give different weight to slippery claims made by different types of privacy professionals? For example, if advocacy groups have previously made overly-emotional appeals when motivating existing supporters or recruiting new ones, or if they have a reputation for advancing uncompromising agendas, should their slippery slope claims be viewed with heightened skepticism?
8) Should policymakers give different weight to slippery slope claims about privacy based on contextual considerations concerning where they appear (e.g., in a news story as a pithy quote, in an opinion piece, in an academic article, etc.)?

9) What are the best, evidence-based approaches for resisting slippery slope drivers across the standard array of governance options (e.g., targeting soft law, hard law, norms, markets, design, or education) and how can they be combined for maximum efficacy?

Without a robust slippery slope framework, policymakers are unduly burdened when trying to consistently, fairly, and objectively evaluate many credible privacy threats in emergencies, like pandemics, as well as ordinary circumstances.
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